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All Pro Trailer Superstore Launches New 'Call Ahead Trailer Package'

All Pro's new "Call Ahead Trailer Package" conveniently allows consumers to choose their Trailer Online,
add Trailer Accessories, receive on the spot Trailer Financing and Schedule Trailer Delivery or Pick Up at
Their Location

Oct. 19, 2007 - PRLog -- All Pro Trailer Superstore is not just an internet trailer dealer. All Pro has a
14,000 square foot facility with 2 acre's full of trailer inventory. "We consistently stock 400 plus trailers for
sale at all times and our enclosed cargo trailers are fully customizable and can be individually built to meet
your personal needs," remarks Jake Wagner, owner of All Pro Trailer Superstore.

"Our trailer sales department is top of the line and offers the most and best selection of trailers than any
other trailer dealer in Pennsylvania," states Wagner "We are your one-stop trailer source, we inspect, repair,
customize and finance trailers." All Pro's Trailer Sales Pa. facility is easily accessible from surrounding
states, such as Maryland, Delaware, Virginia, New Jersey and New York. 

All Pro's Trailer Superstore offers a broad product line of trailers for sale, including a full line of enclosed
cargo trailers, enclosed car trailers and enclosed snowmobile trailers. "We are CarMate Trailers number one
trailer dealer in the nation," states Wagner "And we are also a proud trailer dealer of Pace American Cargo
Trailers, US Cargo Enclosed Trailers, Carry-On Trailers and our top of the line Thule Aluminum Trailers.
We are Thule Trailers number one trailer dealer in Pennsylvania."

"We also stock an extensive line of equipment trailers, dump trailers, and landscape utility trailers by Cam
Superline at our Trailer Superstore," remarks Wagner. "From heavy duty equipment trailers to heavy duty
dump trailers, I am confident we will have the trailer to fit your needs and budget." 

All Pro's newest line of Diamond C equipment trailers, utility trailers and ATV trailers are getting excellent
reviews from their consumers. "Diamond C Trailers, out of Texas, build heavy duty trailers with a Texas
flare to them," states Wagner. "We are having a hard time keeping them in stock, their quality is
undeniable."

Visit All Pro Trailer Superstore's official website at www.allprowest.com to view hundreds of trailers for
sale or call 800-622-7003 for more information or to take advantage of their convenient "Call Ahead Trailer
Package" today

# # #

About All Pro TRAILER SUPERSTORE!  Your One-Stop Trailer Source...We Inspect, Service, Repair,
Customize & Finance Trailers!  Hundreds in Stock and easily accessible from Western Pennsylvania,
Maryland, Virginia, Delaware, New Jersey, New York and Ohio.  Ask about our TRAVELER'S
DISCOUNT!

Website: www.allprowest.com

--- End ---
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Pennsylvania
Zip 17050
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Motorcycle Trailers
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